"Let's run it up the flagpole and see if anyone salutes it"

AUGUST 2017

SUMMER FAYRE
"Fare" meant what was on the menu.. Fun fair was a fete, with jolly
things to eat. Then people who organised school fetes got a bit
mock-medieval and jovial and started putting up notices saying
"Summer Fayre" or "School Fayre", which was no better or worse
than calling things "ye olde" this and that..
July was the month of ye olde 3rd Meadow Court Summer Fayre

IT’S A FAMILY AFFAIR

KIRSTIN, MUM AND
JEAN
The Meadow Court Family 2017

The gnome family
Mollie and Midge

DYLAN AND DAD AT THE
SUMMER FAYRE

Maxine’s gang, Adrian and Julie, Kevin, Fred,
Marcia, Karen, Kimberley, Maisie and Ellie

A fine gnomance

Mary, with mum
Annabel, and
grandchildren

Danni and family, Mum Annette, Cousin
Luke, Auntie Nicky, Auntie Collette, and
Nanny Shirley
Summer Fayre: Families get together
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Stuarts caught a slow worm, it had
to be slow otherwise how would it
be caught

Richard showing the size of the
giant snake that Stuart Caught!,
you should have seen the one that
got away!

NO, ITS NOT THE TELLY TUBBIES, ITS KIRI,
PHILL AND MARTIN
Maxine has a makeover with the face
painter, advice for the face painter
‘don’t give up your day job’
ONLY JOKING!!

KATIE AND STUART ABOUT
TO HAVE A KNOCK ABOUT

THE SAFE
‘It’s out of stock’
I heard them say
Just my luck
‘But you promised it would be here today.’
It was Monday, I placed the order
‘You would know, you were the recorder’
‘You had my pin
I put my order in.’

Martin, Sadie and
Olivia relaxing on the
Bouncy Castle

MARY AND ANNABEL

‘I’m very sorry sir, there’s been an omission
as I was the staff involved
and the matter is unresolved,
I will not get my commission’
‘but what about my goods’,
my needs, on Monday; you understood’
‘We’re retraining our staff sir,
things will be better by half sir,
Sorry for the delay
The safe will be here on Saturday’
‘But Saturdays too lateI said to berate,
I’ll buy it on line
For your sale, I decline.’

With thanks to Office Supplies of Taunton

MAXINE HAS ALREADY BEEN TO DAWLISH, NOW
SHE WANTS TO GO TO PAIGNTON, HERES THE
COMPROMISE, KELVIN THINKS IT’S A GOOD IDEA

JOHN drawing

Dylan out and
about with
Tim, not just
the great outdoors but also
in the great indoors

VICTORIA

Kiri, Jordan, Michael,
Jade Half of Clifford and
Mary
Say hullo to Victoria, she is here for
2 weeks

KELVIN

MAXINE DRAWING
100% Success

Since the new PiP regulations came in we have had to appeal 4 decisions to cancel all PiP
from individual Service Users, we have successfully appealed on all four, enabling the
service users to maintain their ability to live and take part in activities that enhance their
lives. We have also had one successful application for PIP. An important challenge to Pip
has led to this decision:
In relation to daily living activity 3, the explanatory memorandum to the regulations says
that in SSWP v LB (PIP) [2016] UKUT 530 (AAC) -. '
‘… the Upper Tribunal held that supervision, prompting or assistance to manage medication or monitor a health condition (which scores 1 point) may amount to supervision,
prompting or assistance to manage therapy (which scores 2 to 8 points, depending on
the number of hours support required), and in particular will do so where a claimant
needs supervision, prompting or assistance both to manage medication and to monitor a
health condition.’

Clifford Catty Cu
ddling at St Giles
June 2015

Clifford cooking up a stew

You’ll get there soon Clifford

CLIFFORD, STAFF AND RICHARD AT
THE GOOD FOOD SHOW 2017, PLUS A
COUPLE OF CARDBOARD CHEFS

Burgerfest
Restaurant

Clifford and Tiger Tim at Painton Zoo
2016

Summer Fayre 2015

HAPPY BIRTHDAY
CLIFFORD

September
2015

I AM THE DOCTOR

"Let's run it up the flagpole and see if anyone salutes it" is
a catchphrase which became popular in the United States during the late 1950s and early 1960s. It means
"to present an idea tentatively and see whether it receives a favourable reaction." It is now con-sidered a
cliché. Sometimes it is used seriously, but more often it is used humorously, with the inten-tion that it be
recognized as both hackneyed and outdated. A non-joking equivalent would be "to send up a trial balloon."

